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Abstract 
We carry out a systematic investigation of the definability of linear order on classes of finite 
rigid structures. We obtain upper and lower bounds for the expressibility of linear order in 
various logics that have been studied extensively in finite model theory, such as least fixpoint 
logic LFP, partial fixpoint logic PFP, infinitary logic Z!& with a finite number of variables, 
as well as the closures of these logics under implicit definitions. Moreover, we show that the 
upper and lower bounds established here cannot be made substantially tighter, unless outstanding 
conjectures in complexity theory are resolved at the same time. 
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1. Introduction and summary of results 
The study of the connections between complexity theory and logical definability was 
initiated by Fagin [14], who discovered that NP coincides with the class of problems 
that are definable by existential second-order sentences on finite structures. Fagin’s 
work sparked a sequence of related investigations by Immerman [29-311, Vardi [51], 
Gurevich [18, 191, Leivant [41], and other researchers, in which it was established 
that most major complexity classes can be characterized in terms of logical definability 
on finite structures. These investigations contributed to the development of descriptive 
complexity theory as the area of research whose goal is to unveil the relationship 
between the computational complexity of algorithmic problems and their expressibility 
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in various logics. Descriptive complexity theory has been developing steadily during 
the past 20 years and today is one of the most active areas of research in finite model 
theory. 
If one steps back and reflects on the main results in descriptive complexity theory, 
then one quickly realizes that they fall into two distinct categories. Indeed, in cer- 
tain cases the identification of a complexity class with a definability class holds for 
the collection of all finite structures over some vocabulary, while in all other cases 
such an identification is known only for arbitrary collections of ordered finite struc- 
tures, that is, all finite structures in the collection under consideration are assumed to 
be equipped with a “built-in” linear order that can be used in the formulas of the 
logic capturing the complexity class. The main instances of the first phenomenon are 
Fagin’s [14] characterization of NP and the extensions of this rest& to the identification 
of all other levels Ci, k 2 2, of the polynomial hierarchy PH with classes of problems 
definable in second-order logic [47]. In contrast, the characterization of PTIME in terms 
of least fixpoint logic LFP [29, 511 assumes that the structures are linearly ordered. 
In this characterization, a linear order is needed to show that the computations of de- 
terministic polynomial-time Turing machines can be simulated by suitable formulas of 
least fixpoint logic. Of course, a linear order is needed in Fagin’s [14] result as well, 
but in that case the linear order does not have to be given explicitly, since, instead, 
an existential second-order quantifier can be used to guess some linear order on the 
input. As a matter of fact, this is the first step in showing that every NP problem can 
be expressed by an existential second-order formula on all finite structures. 
Chandra and Hare1 [7] raised the question of whether there exists an effective enu- 
meration of the polynomial-time queries on the class of all finite structures. Gurevich 
[ 191 formalized the concept of “a logic that captures PTIME” and conjectured that no 
logic can capture PTIME on the class of all finite structures. Several subsequent inves- 
tigations demonstrated that various logics with generalized quantifiers fail to capture 
PTIME on the class of all finite structures [6, 251. On the other hand, Dawar [lo] 
showed that if there is a logic that captures PTIME, then there is one that is an exten- 
sion of first-order logic with a uniform sequence of generalized quantifiers expressing 
a PTIME-complete problem. In spite of these and several other concerted efforts, the 
Chandra and Hare1 [7] question and Gurevich’s [19] conjecture remain outstanding 
open problems in both finite model theory and database theory. A closely related, and 
equally intriguing, problem is to characterize the classes of finite structures on which 
least fixpoint logic LFP coincides with PTIME (see [48, 461). This problem fits nat- 
urally in a group of “next generation” problems that represent an evolution in finite 
model theory, as the emphasis shifts from questions and results about the class of all 
finite structures or about arbitrary classes of ordered structures to results about arbitrary 
classes of unordered finite structures or about specific restricted classes of finite struc- 
tures that arise in combinatorics and database theory (see [42, 38, 201). A promising 
approach to understanding when least fixpoint logic can capture a complexity class is 
to analyze how difficult it is to define a linear order on each member of a given class 
of finite unordered structures. In turn, this moves the focus on classes of finite rigid 
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structures, that is, structures whose only automorphism is the identity mapping. The 
reason for this is that if %? is a class of finite structures and cp(x, y) is a formula of 
some logic $P defining a linear order on every member of %?, then every structure in 
%? must be rigid. Although one might have to think for more than a moment before 
coming up with interesting rigid structures that do not look like linear orders, it should 
be noted that finite rigid structures exist in great abundance. As a matter of fact, it is 
well known that almosf all finite structures over a relational vocabulary are rigid [45, 
161, which means that the asymptotic probability with respect to the uniform measure 
of a finite structure being rigid is equal to 1. 
In this paper, we embark on a systematic study of the definability of linear order 
on classes of finite rigid structures. We obtain upper and lower bounds for the ex- 
pressibility of linear order in various logics that have been studied extensively in finite 
model theory, such as least fixpoint logic LFP, partial fixpoint logic PFP, infinitary 
logic Y& with a finite number of variables, as well as the closures of these logics 
under implicit definitions. Moreover, we show that the upper and lower bounds estab- 
lished here cannot be made substantially tighter without, at the same time, resolving 
outstanding conjectures in complexity theory. 
With every finite rigid structure we associate an invariant, called the rigidity number 
of the structure, which is the smallest positive integer k such that every element of the 
structure is defined by a first-order formula with at most k distinct variables. Dawar, 
et al. [ 121 showed that this is a well-defined concept for all finite rigid structures, 
while Gurevich pointed out that there are infinite rigid structures that do not have a 
finite rigidity number (see [12]). We approach the problem of defining a linear order 
on rigid structures by dividing all classes of finite rigid structures into two groups, 
those of bounded rigidity and those of unbounded rigidity, where a class of finite rigid 
structures is said to be of bounded rigidity if there is a uniform finite bound on the 
rigidity numbers of the members of the class. Dawar [9] showed that the classes of 
bounded rigidity coincide with the classes of finite structures for which a linear order is 
definable in least fixpoint logic LFP. Moreover, it turns out that the classes of bounded 
rigidity are exactly the classes of finite structures for which a linear order is definable 
in the infinitary logic Ygw. We amplify these characterizations by showing that a class 
of finite rigid structures is of bounded rigidity if and only if the isomorphism problem 
for members of the class is expressible in least fixpoint logic LFP or in the infinitary 
logic Zzw. In view of these results, we turn our attention to classes of unbounded 
rigidity and, in particular, to the class %’ of all finite rigid structures. Although no 
formula of Z& can define a linear order on all finite rigid structures, we point out 
that every query that returns a linear order on members of .!3 is implicitly definable 
in 2&; this extends a result in [27]. We pursue further our study by analyzing the 
definability properties of a particular linear order on members of .%‘, namely, the unique 
minimal order associated with the representation of finite structures by binary strings. 
This order has been studied earlier from an algorithmic standpoint in connection with 
the graph isomorphism problem (see [49, Section 2.61). We show that the minimal 
order is implicitly definable in a small and effective fragment of .JZ& by establishing 
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that it is implicitly definable in partial fixpoint logic PFP on the class 9. We also 
prove that the minimal order is implicitly definable in ZI; on 9, which means that it 
is the unique binary relation satisfying a certain universal second-order formula on &3’. 
Finally, we examine the relationship between the definability results reported here 
and certain complexity-theoretic hypotheses. We show that any significant improve- 
ment on the lower or upper bounds for expressibility of a linear order on B must 
be accompanied by separation results for complexity classes or by new upper bounds 
for the complexity of the graph automorphism problem. In particular, if the minimal 
order is not implicitly definable in least fixpoint logic LFP on 9?, then UP fl COUP # NP 
and, hence, PTIME # NP, where UP is the subclass of NP consisting of problems that 
are computable by unambiguous nondeterministic Turing machines in polynomial time 
[50]. On the other hand, if the minimal order turns out to be implicitly definable in 
least fixpoint logic LFP on .%?‘, then the graph automorphism problem is in the class 
UP and, hence, it is also in the class NP n coNP. 
2. Preliminaries 
This section contains the definitions of the basic notions and a minimum amount of 
the necessary background material. 
2.1. Queries and dejinability 
A vocabulary r~ is a finite sequence (RI , . . . , R,) of relation symbols of fixed arities. 
A a-structure A = (A, RiQ , . . . , Rt) consists of a set A, called the universe of A, and 
relations Rf CA”‘, where ri is the arity of the relation symbol Ri, 1 <i <m. In what 
follows, we shall always assume that all structures are finite, which means that their 
universes are finite sets. Thus, from now on whenever we refer to a o-structure, we 
mean a finite o-structure. We also make the blanket assumption that the term class %7 of 
o-structures means that %? is a class of o-structures that is closed under isomorphisms. 
Finally, Str(o) denotes the class of all a-structures. 
If k is a positive integer, then a k-ary query Q on cr is a mapping that associates a 
k-ary relation Q(A) on A with each o-structure A such that Q(A) is preserved under 
isomorphisms. In other words, if A and B are a-structures and f is an isomorphism 
from A to B, then f is also an isomorphism between the structures (A,Q(A)) and 
(B, Q(B)). A Boolean query on o is a mapping Q from o-structures to (0, 1) such that 
if A and B are isomorphic, then Q(A) = Q(B). Equivalently, a Boolen query can be 
identified with a class of o-structures that is closed under isomorphisms, namely the 
class {A E Str(a) : Q(A) = 1 }. The above definitions relativize naturally to an arbitrary 
class %? of a-structures, so that we have the concepts of a k-ary query on V and a 
Boolean query on %?. Let B be a logic and Q a query on a class G!? of a-structures. 
We say that Q is 9-de$nable if there is a formula t&xi,. . . ,xk) of 3 such that for 
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every A E %? 
Q(A) = {(uI,...,Q): A I= $(uI,...,Q)). 
_Y[%?] will denote the class of all g-definable queries on %?. Thus, _!Z[%?] C _Y’[%?] 
means that every -Y-definable query on V is also Y-definable. Finally, .Y C .Y’ de- 
notes that 5!?[Str(o)] C _Y”[Str(cr)] for every vocabulary cr. 
In the sequel, we will examine the definability of certain queries in fixpoint logics 
and infinitary logics with a finite number of variables. We now review briefly the 
fundamentals of these logics and refer the reader to [39] for a more detailed exposition. 
2.2. Logics with jixpoint operators 
Logics with fixpoint operators constitute powerful extensions of first-order logic, be- 
cause they incorporate recursion or iteration mechanisms in their syntax and semantics. 
Let cp(X,xi, . . . ,x,) be a first-order formula over the expanded vocabulary a(X), where 
X is an n-ary relation symbol that is not in C, and let A be a o-structure. The formula 
cp gives rise to an operator G(S) from n-ary relations on the universe A of A to n-ary 
relations on A, where for every S CA” 
Every such operator Q(S) can be iterated and, thus, it gives rise to the sequence of 
stages @“, m 2 0, defined by the induction: Q” = 0, @“+’ = @(a”). 
A formula &J&xi,. . . ,x,) is positive in X if every occurrence of X in cp is within an 
even number of negations. For such formulas, the associated operator @ is monotone, 
which means that @(Si ) 2 @(&), whenever Si C &. In this case, the sequence of stages 
Qim, m 20, is increasing and converges to the least fixpoint @“” of @. Thus, for 
every o-structure A there is an integer mo such that Gi” = Qpmo = Qrn for every m 2 mo. 
Moreover, @” is the smallest n-ary relation S on A satisfying Q(S) = S. 
Least jixpoint logic (LFP) is the extension of first-order logic that is closed under the 
operations of first-order logic and the following least jxpoint rule: if cp(X,xi,. . . ,x,) 
is a positive first-order formula and yi, . . , yn are variables, then 
U-FPx,, , ..., x ,cp(X-v,. . . ,xn)l(yl,. . . > yn) 
is also a formula of LFP. The semantics of the above formula is given by 
A k W’xx ,,.._, x,,dXxl,. . .,x,)l(~~ ,, . . ,a,) if and only if (a,,. . ,a,) E @“. 
If the operator @ is not monotone, then on a given o-structure A either there is a 
positive integer m such that Qrn = V+’ or the sequence CD”‘, m 20, of stages cycles 
without ever yielding a fixpoint of @. If cp(X,xl, . . . , x,) is an arbitrary first-order for- 
mula, we define the partial jixpoint @y of @ to be a stage @” such that 4D” = Qm+‘, 
if such a stage exists, or the empty set 0, otherwise. 
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Partial jixpoint logic (PFP) is the extension of first-order logic that is closed 
under the operations of first-order logic and the following partial jixpoint rule: if 
4vPl,..., x,) is an arbitrary formula and yi, . . . , yn are variables, then 
[PFP,, /,_._, , cp(X,xl,...,x,)I(yl,...,yn) 
is also a formula of PFP. The semantics of the above formula is given by 
A + [PFP,, I,..., x,,cp(Xx~ , . . . ,x,)](al,. . .,un) if and only if (al,. . . ,a,) E @r. 
Chandra and Hare1 [7] were the first to investigate the expressive power of least 
fixpoint logic on finite structures, although the study of least fixpoints of positive first- 
order formulas on infinite structures is a classical subject (see [43]). Partial fixpoint 
logic was introduced by Abiteboul and Vianu [l], who showed that the class of PFP- 
definable queries coincides with the class of WHILE queries, i.e., the queries that are 
computable in first-order logic augmented with a while looping construct (note that 
WHILE queries were introduced by Chandra and Hare1 [7]). 
Since the partial fixpoint of a positive formula coincides with its least fixpoint, it 
follows that LFPC PFP. We now state certain well-known facts about the relation- 
ship between fixpoint logics and complexity classes that we will use repeatedly in the 
sequel. First, it is easy to verify that LFP C PTIME and PFP C PSPACE. The above 
containments are proper, because, as shown in [7], the even cardinality query, which 
asks “is there an even number of elements?“, is not expressible in PFP. In contrast, on 
classes of linearly ordered structures least fixpoint logic captures PTIME [29, 511 and 
partial fixpoint logic captures PSPACE [51, I]. More formally, if cr contains a binary 
relation symbol < and %? is a class of o-structures such that <* is a linear order on 
A for every A in $?, then 
LFP[%?] = PTIME[%‘] and PFP[G??] = PSPACE[%?]. 
Chandra and Hare1 [7] raised the problem of showing that the class of WHILE 
queries contains properly the class of LFP-definable queries. In view of the results in 
[l], this is the same as showing that LFP is properly contained in PFP on the class 
of all o-structures. Abiteboul and Vianu [2] established that the separation of least 
fixpoint logic from partial fixpoint logic on the class of all finite structures amounts to 
separating PTIME from PSPACE, that is, 
LFP = PFP @ PTIME = PSPACE. 
2.3. Injinitary logics with a jxed number of variables 
The infinitary logic Y&, is the extension of first-order logic that results by allowing 
infinite disjunctions and conjunctions in the syntax, while keeping the quantifier strings 
finite (see [5]). More formally, the syntax of gmw is obtained by augmenting the syntax 
of first-order logic with the following rule: If Y is a set of formulas of _Y&,,, then 
the expressions v Y and A Y are also formulas of _Zm,. Although ?&, can make 
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interesting distinctions on infinite structures, it is too powerful on finite structures to be 
of any use in finite model theory. Indeed, since the isomorphism type of every finite 
structure is definable by a first-order sentence, Y,, can define every query on finite 
structures. Nevertheless, certain fragments of _Yao, in which formulas are restricted to 
have finitely many distinct variables, turned out to have multiple uses in finite model 
theory and database theory. 
Let k be a positive integer. In what follows, we will write _CZ& for the collection 
of all first-order formulas with at most k variables. The injinitary logic Y&, with 
k variables consists of all formulas of ZWW with at most k distinct variables. The 
infinitary logic YzO, consists of all formulas of .J&, with a finite number of distinct 
variables, i.e., 
The family 22, of the infinitary languages Z&w, k > 1, was introduced first by 
Barwise [4], as a tool for studying fixpoint logic on infinite structures. Since that time, 
however, these languages have had numerous uses and applications in theoretical com- 
puter science. Indeed, they underlie much of the work in [28, 13, 40, 61 and they have 
also been studied in their own right by several authors, including [35, 37, 38, 9, 121. 
The expressive power of the logics YkW, k > 1, is usually illustrated by producing 
a formula of 22, that defines the transitive closure query, which is known not to 
be first-order definable. Towards an example that is closer to our interests here, it is 
quite easy to verify that for every n 2 1 there is a formula tin(x) of g2U such that on 
finite linear orders (A, <) it defines that nth element of the order. Indeed, the formulas 
$,&),n > 1, can be defined inductively as follows: 
$1(x) E (~y’v>(y=xVx<y) 
IC/n+l(X> 5 @Y)(Y<X A (3xXx = Y A &l(X)) 
A33YXY <x A @x)(x <Y A hl(x>)>>. 
Therefore, the expression V,“=~(~X)(&~(X) A (Vy)(y =x V y <x)) is a sentence of 22, 
that defines the “even cardinality” query on the class of finite linear orders (it is 
well known that “even cardinality” is not first-order definable on this class). Further 
examples and results about the expressive power of _‘G$& on linear orders and trees 
can be found in [32]. 
It is well known that the infinitary logic p:, subsumes both least fixpoint logic 
and partial fixpoint logic on finite structures, i.e., LFP 2 PFP C _C$&. Since Zz, can 
express non-recursive queries, PFP is properly contained in Yz,. On the other hand, 
Z$, enjoys an intimate relationship with least fixpoint logic LFP, a relationship which 
we explain below without getting into the technical details of the proofs. 
Let A be a a-structure and a = (al,. . , ak) a k-tuple of elements from the universe 
of A. The k-type of a is the collection of all formulas of Zk, that a satisfies on 
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A. Since Y&, is closed under arbitrary conjunctions, each k-type can be viewed as 
a formula of .J.$&. If a and b are two k-tuples of elements from the universe of A 
having the same k-type, then we say that a is .2&,,-equivalent to b on A and write 
(A,a) E!_ (A,b). It was shown in [12, 381 (and implicitly in [2]) that for each 
k2 1 there is a least fixpoint formula that defines _Y&,-equivalence on o-structures. In 
addition, Dawar et al. [12] showed that each k-type is logically equivalent on finite 
structures to a formula of Yiw, that is, a first-order formula with at most k distinct 
variables. These results depend on a characterization of 9&-equivalence in terms of 
combinatorial pebble games [4, 281. Moreover, a deeper fact holds, namely, for each 
k > 1 there is a LFP-formula such that on every o-structure this formula defines a linear 
order <k on (the representatives of) the equivalence classes of zk,-equivalence [2, 
121. The existence of an LFP-definable linear order on k-types is the main technical 
tool used by Abiteboul and Vianu [2] in establishing that the separation of LFP from 
PFP is equivalent to the separation of PTIME from PSPACE. 
2.4. Partial queries and implicit dejinability 
If V is a class of o-structures, then every query on %? can also be thought of as 
a partial function on the class Str(o) of all o-structures. This viewpoint becomes 
important when we do not want to (or cannot) fix the class g in advance, but are still 
interested in queries that may be defined only on some members of Str(a). Thus, we 
obtain the notions of a partial k-ary query on cr and a partial Boolean query on U. In 
particular, a partial Boolean query Q on c is a function whose domain is a subset of 
Str(cr), and such that if A and B are isomorphic o-structures, then either both Q(A) 
and Q(B) are undefined or Q(A) = Q(B) E (0, 1). In the sequel, we shall use often the 
phrase total query to emphasize that a given query is defined on all o-structures. It 
should be pointed out that all queries in the main complexity classes, such as PTIME 
and NP, are assumed to be total. On the other hand, the notion of a partial query arises 
naturally in connection with implicit definability in various logics. 
Let 9 be a logic, r~ a vocabulary, and (Ql, . . . , Qn) a sequence of partial queries on 
o-structures with a common domain (i.e., for all cr-structures A and all 1 <i, j d n, Qi(A) 
is defined if and only if Qj(A) is defined). We say that (Qi, . . . , Q,,) is implicitly dejin- 
able in 2’ if there is a sentence cp(Zi,. . ,Z,) of 9’ over the vocabulary o^(Zi,. . . ,Z,,) 
such that for all o-structures A and relations Si, . . . , S, on A, 
A t= cp(&,..., 8,) if and only if Si =Qi(A), 1 <i<n. 
We let IMP(Y) denote the set of all (partial) queries Q such that Q= Qi for some 
sequence (Qi, . . . , Qn) of (partial) queries that is implicitly definable in 9’. Simi- 
larly, TIMP(9) is the set of all total queries Q such that Q = Qi for some sequence 
(Qi, . . . , Qn) of total queries which is implicitly definable in 9. 
Beth’s definability theorem (see [S]) asserts that if a query is implicitly definable in 
first-order logic on all jinite and infinite o-structures, then it is also first-order definable 
on all finite and infinite a-structures. Gurevich [18] demonstrated that Beth’s theorem 
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fails for first-order implicit definability on finite structures; in fact, he showed that the 
class FO of first-order definable queries on (finite) o-structures is properly contained 
in TIMP(F0). 
The expressive power and computational strength of first-order implicit definability 
on finite structures was investigated in [36], where it was shown that 
LFP G TIMP(F0). 
Using the containment, LFP C TIMP(F0) C IMP(FO), it is not hard to show that 
IMP(F0) = IMP(LFP) 
and, consequently, TIMP(FO)=TIMP(LFP). Note that if 2 c Z’, then IMP(Y) C_ 
IMP (2”). As a result, we have that 
IMP(LFP) 2 IMP(PFP) G IMP( 9:,). 
In what follows, we will study queries that are implicitly definable in PFP and in 22,. 
3. Analysis of rigidity 
In the sequel, we assume that the vocabulary rr contains at least one relation symbol 
of arity bigger than 1. A o-structure A is rigid if it has a trivial group of automor- 
phisms, i.e., the identity function is its only automorphism. A (strict) linear order < 
on a set A is an anti-reflexive, asymmetric, transitive binary relation on A such that for 
every two distinct elements a and b of A either a < b or b <a. It is easy to see that 
a o--structure A is rigid if and only if there is a query Q on a-structures such that 
Q(A) is a linear order on the universe A of A. Indeed, assume first that A is a rigid 
o-structure. Then for every o-structure B that is isomorphic to A there is a unique 
isomorphism hn mapping A to B. Pick an arbitrary linear order <A on the universe A 
of A and define a query Q on o-structures such that 
if B is isomorphic to A, 
otherwise. 
Vice versa, if Q is a query on o and A is a a-structure such that Q(A) is a linear 
order on A, then A must be rigid, since every finite linear order (A, < ) is a rigid 
structure. It follows that if 27 is a class of rigid o-structures, then there are queries 
that always take linear orders as values, when applied to members of %7. We reserve 
a special name for such queries. 
Definition 3.1. Let (T be a vocabulary and 97 a class of rigid a-structures. A (partial) 
binary query Q on o-structures is called a universal order on W if Q(A) is a linear 
order on A for every ~-structure A in %7. 
A universal o-order is a (partial) binary query Q that is a universal order on the 
class 92 of all rigid a-structures. 
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Note that the domain of a universal order Q on %? contains %?. If this containment is 
a proper one, then Q can take arbitrary values outside %; in particular, Q does not have 
to return linear orders on rigid structures that are not members of V and, of course, 
it cannot take linear orders as values on structures outside of %? that are not rigid. 
Note also that if V is an infinite class of rigid o-structures, then there are uncountably 
many (in fact, continuum many) universal orders on %7. Our goal is to obtain upper 
and lower bounds for the definability of queries on V that are universal orders on %7. 
We begin by establishing that every such universal order is in IMP(YE,). 
Theorem 3.2. Let a be a vocabulary, let m be the biggest arity of a relation symbol 
in o, and let k = max{m, 3). Zf G.? is a class of rigid a-structures and Q is a query on 
%T that is a universal order on V, then Q is implicitly dejnable in 2&,,. 
Proof. Let Q be a query on %? that is a universal order on 97. As we saw earlier, for 
every n 3 1 there is a formula of 5”,‘, that defines the nth element of a finite linear 
order. Thus, if A is a rigid o-structure, then the isomorphism type of (A, Q(A)) can be 
described by a sentence $A( <) of _Y,,U, which states that < is a linear order with JAJ 
elements and tells for each relation symbol R E a of arity Y and for each (al,. . . , a,) E A’ 
whether or not (al,. . ,a,) is in R *. Let cp( <) be the infinitary disjunction of the 
sentences $A(<) over all o-structures A in %??. We claim that cp(<) defines the query 
Q implicitly. Note that the domain of Q coincides with V, since Q is a query on %?. 
Now, it is clear that if A is a member of %7, then A b (p(Q(A)). Conversely, if 
B j= q(S), then S is a linear order of B and (B,S) E (A, Q(A)) for some structure 
A in %Z’. It follows that A S B and (B, Q(B)) E (A, Q(A)) Z (B,S). Since A is rigid, 
B must be also rigid and, consequently, S = Q(B). 0 
The infinitary logic _Y?$& can define every query on the class of all ordered fi- 
nite structures, since, as seen above, the isomorphism type of an ordered structure is 
definable in Y$, for some fixed k that depends only on the underlying vocabulary. 
Therefore, Theorem 3.2 implies immediately the following result. 
Corollary 3.3. Zf %? is a class of rigid a-structures, then every query on % is implicitly 
de&table in 6p,“,. 
Thus, IMP(9P,WW) is so powerful on classes of rigid structures that it becomes unin- 
teresting. In what follows, we address the question of whether or when one can obtain 
sharper results for the definability of universal orders. We undertake this investigation 
by dividing all classes of rigid structures into two groups, those of bounded rigidity 
and those of unbounded rigidity. 
3.1. Bounded vs. unbounded rigidity 
A structure A is k-rigid if no two different elements of A have the same k-type. 
Since k-types are logically equivalent to formulas of 5Y&, a structure A is k-rigid if 
and only if every element of A is definable on A by a formula of 9$,,. This concept 
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was introduced and studied first by Dawar et al. [12]. In particular, they observed that 
every finite rigid structure is k-rigid for some k > 1; this follows directly from the 
fact that every finite structure A can be described up to isomorphism by a formula 
of z;,,,3 where k = IAl + 1. Note that the assumption of finiteness is essential here, 
since Gurevich showed that there are rigid structures that are not k-rigid for any k 3 1 
(see [ 121); an example of such a structure is an infinite tree in which any two interior 
nodes have a different number of children. 
Definition 3.4. Let CJ be a vocabulary and %? a class of rigid a-structures. If there is 
a positive integer k such that every structure in %? is k-rigid, then we say that %? is of 
bounded rigidity; otherwise, we say that ?? is of unbounded rigidity. 
The class of all linear orders is of bounded rigidity, since every linear order is 2-rigid. 
In a private communication, Zilber pointed out that the class g of all rigid finite fields 
(i.e., fields of the form Fp, where p is a prime number) is of bounded rigidity. It can 
be shown that if V is a class of bounded rigidity, then p(%‘)=O, where p(V) denotes 
the asymptotic probability of the class g with respect to the uniform measure p on 
a-structures. This is a consequence of known facts about asymptotic probabilities and 
O-l laws on finite structures. More specifically, for every k> 1 consider the kth exten- 
sion axiom zk for the vocabulary CJ, which is a first-order sentence asserting that every 
substructure with at most k elements has every possible extension to a substructure 
with k + 1 elements. In proving the O-l law for first-order logic, Fagin [15] showed 
that p(rk) = 1 holds for every k > 1. It is easy to see, however, that no model of rk 
is a k-rigid structure. Indeed, a straightforward back-and-forth argument shows that 
every model A of rk has the following property: every two elements of the universe 
of A that satisfy the same quantifier-free formulas have the same k-type. Thus, if %’ 
is a class of k-rigid structures, then p(%‘) = 0. As a consequence of this, the class 9 
of all rigid a-structures is of unbounded rigidity, since it is also known that ,u(%?) = 1, 
i.e., almost all o-structures are rigid (see [45, 161). 
Intuitively, the above observations can be interpreted as saying that all classes of 
bounded rigidity are “small”. The next result shows that classes of bounded rigidity 
have several pleasing properties, thus reinforcing the feeling that “sometimes small 
is beautiful”. The equivalence of the first three conditions below is essentially due 
to Dawar [9], while the equivalence with the fourth and the fifth condition is new. 
The last two conditions involve the concept of the isomorphism query, whose precise 
definition is as follows. Let CJ be a vocabulary and let P be a unary symbol not in G. 
If A and B are o-structures, then A @ B denotes the disjoint sum A and B, viewed as 
a o^(P)-structure with PAeB =A. Th e isomorphism query on a class %? of a-structures 
is the binary query Q over the vocabulary aA( such that for every pair of structures 
(A,B) from V and every pair (a, b) of elements of A x B there is an isomorphism f 
from A to B mapping a to b if and only if (a, b) E Q(A @ B). 
Theorem 3.5. Let g be a vocabulary and %? a class of rigid a-structures. Then the 
following statements are equivalent. 
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(1) G!? is of bounded rigidity. 
(2) There is a universal order on V that is definable in least jixpoint logic LFP. 
(3) There is a universal order on %? that is dejinable in the injinitary logic Y&,. 
(4) The isomorphism query on W is definable in least jixpoint logic LFP. 
(5) The isomorphism query on 9? is dejinable in the infnitary logic 92,. 
Proof. We first show that conditions (l)-(3) are equivalent. The interesting part is the 
implication (1) + (2). As mentioned earlier, for every k 2 1 there is a LFP-formula 
<k that defines a linear order on the equivalence classes of Yk,-equivalence (see [2, 
121). It follows that if every structure in w is k-rigid, then the restriction of <k on 
k-tuples of the form (a,..., a) induces an LFP-definable universal order on V, since 
in this case each equivalence class of _!Z&* reduces to a singleton. The implication 
(2) + (3) follows from the fact that LFP C Yz,, while (3) =+ (1) follows from the 
definition of bounded rigidity and the fact that the class of finite linear orders is of 
bounded rigidity. 
The implication (2) + (4) uses the fact that two isomorphic rigid structures possess 
a unique isomorphism. Thus, if Q is a universal order on %, then two structures A 
and B in %? are isomorphic if and only if the unique order-preserving mapping from 
Q(A) to Q(B) is an isomorphism from A to B. The latter condition is expressible 
in LFP, if Q is definable in LFP. The implication (4) + (5) follows again from the 
fact that LFP C gzw. Finally, we complete the cycle of implications by showing that 
(5) + (1). For this, we claim that if the isomorphism query Q on %? is definable by 
a formula cp(x, y) of YL,,, then every structure A in %? is k-rigid. Otherwise, there 
is a structure A in ?Z and two distinct elements al,a2 of A having the same k-type. 
Consider now the structure A @ A and the pairs (al, al ) and (al, ax). It is obvious 
that (al,al) E Q(A ~3 A) and, hence A @ A + &al, al ), since cp(x, y) defines the 
isomorphism query on %‘. On the other hand, since al, a2 have the same k-type on 
A and since equivalence in -r;lL, is preserved under disjoint sums, we have that the 
pair (al,al ) has the same k-type as the pair (al, az) on A @ A, which implies that 
A @ A k cp(al, al). It follows that there is an automorphism of A that maps al to a2, 
which contradicts the hypothesis that A is a rigid structure. 0 
Theorem 3.5 has several consequences that we now present. First, since every 
LFP-definable query is computable in polynomial time, Theorem 3.5 implies that for 
every class of bounded rigidity there is a polynomial-time isomorphism test. Moreover, 
since LFP captures polynomial time on ordered structures [29, 511, it follows that if V is 
a class of bounded rigidity, then LFP[%Y] = PTIME[%?]. This was already pointed out by 
Dawar [9]. It is an interesting open problem to determine whether the converse is true, 
i.e., whether for a class %? of rigid structures the hypothesis that LFP[V] = PTIME[%?] 
implies that %? is of bounded rigidity. If this turns out to be the case, then we would 
have a precise characterization of when LFP captures PTIME on rigid structures. Note 
that Seth [46] showed that, for a class %? of rigid structures, bounded rigidity of V is 
a necessary and sufficient condition to have PFP[V] = PSPACE[%]. 
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Theorem 3.5 is an optimal result, in the sense that the existence of an LFP-definable 
universal order on a class ‘G; of rigid structures is not equivalent to the existence of 
a first-order definable universal order on %. In fact, Stolboushkin [48] showed that this 
equivalence may fail even for classes V that are jirst-order axiomatizahle, i.e., there 
are first-order sentences $ such that all finite models of $ are k-rigid structures for 
some small integer k, but no first-order formula defines a linear order on the finite 
models of Ic/. In the same paper, Stolboushkin [48] formulated the following intriguing 
conjecture concerning the definability of universal orders on first-order axiomatizable 
classes of rigid structures. 
Conjecture (Stolboushkin [48]). Let $ he a jrst-order sentence and Mod($) the class 
of all ,jinite models of I). If every member of Mod($) IS u rigid structure, then there 
is a universal order on Mod($) that is implicitly dqfinuble in first-order logic. 
Later on, we will show that it is not possible to refute the above conjecture without 
at the same time separating PTIME from NP. On the other hand, a stronger version of 
Stolboushkin’s conjecture turned out to be false. More precisely, Dawar [9] conjectured 
that if $ is a first-order sentence such that every finite model of $ is rigid, then there 
is an LFP-definable universal order on Mod($). Gurevich and Shelah [23] however, 
refuted this conjecture using an ingenious probabilistic construction. 
In [27], it is established that Beth’s definability theorem fails for Yz,. The proof, 
which Hodkinson attributes to Andreka and Nemeti, essentially amounts to showing 
that a universal order on a certain class of graphs of unbounded rigidity is implicitly 
definable in _Z&. It was the idea behind this proof that we modified and refined in 
order to obtain Theorem 3.2. Note that Theorems 3.2 and 3.5 imply that if %? is a class 
of unbounded rigidity, then every universal order on V? is implicitly dejinable in X&,, 
but no universal order on %? is definable in Yg,. In particular, this dichotomy holds for 
the class .@ of all rigid o-structures, since, as seen earlier, 2 is of unbounded rigidity. 
Thus, the failure of Beth’s definability theorem for Y$,,, is an immediate consequence 
of Theorems 3.2 and 3.5. 
Corollary 3.6 (Hodkinson [27]). The injinitary logic Y$!, is not closed under implicit 
dejinability. In fact, IMP( Y&,) g p$,,. 
In the sequel, we shall see that Beth’s definability theorem fails even for effective 
fragments of Yz,,, since it will turn out that IMP(FO)g _Y&,. Note that Theorem 3.2 
and Corollary 3.3 are about partial queries, in fact queries defined on subclasses g of 3’. 
Hence, the related question, whether .Z$Z,,) is closed under toral implicit definability, 
that is, whether TIMP( p$,) C Yz(,,, cannot be answered using an argument analogous 
to the one in the proof of Corollary 3.6. Nevertheless, this question was settled in [ 1 l] 
where it is shown that even TIMP(F0) is not contained in 22,. 
It should also be pointed out that in Section 4 we improve the upper bound for the 
definability of universal orders by establishing that a certain natural universal order 
on .% is implicitly definable in partial fixpoint logic PFP. 
In recent years, researchers have carried out an extensive study of logics with general- 
ized quantifiers in the context of finite model theory. Here, we examine the definability 
of universal orders in extensions of P$,‘,,, with countiny quuntijiers. 
If m is a positive integer, then 3’n is the quantifier such that 3’“xcp(x) means that 
“there exists at least m distinct elements x satisfying q(x)“. Each counting quantifier 3”’ 
is certainly expressible in first-order logic, but the formula that defines it uses m distinct 
variables. Thus, counting quantifiers become interesting when they are added to logics 
with a restricted number of variables, since this augmentation usually results in a logic 
with enhanced expressive power. Let C be the collection of all counting quantifiers 
3”, m 3 1. For each k 3 1, we write 2&,,(C) to denote the extension of .JZ&, with 
all counting quantifiers. We also let 
be the infinitary logic with finitely many variables and all counting quantifiers. The 
expressive power of 2$!&(C) on finite structures was studied first by Immerman and 
Lander [33]. After this, Cai et al. [6] established that the isomorphism query on graphs 
of bounded degree is not expressible in _5$J&,(C). In what follows, we use the logics 
2&JC), k 3 1, to introduce and study an extension of the concept of bounded rigidity. 
Definition 3.7. Let 0 be a vocabulary. 
l Assume that k is a positive integer and A a rigid a-structure. We say that A is 
(C,k)-rigid if no two distinct elements of A satisfy the same formulas of Z&,,(C). 
In other words, a cT-structure A is (C, k)-rigid if every element of A is definable by 
a formula of Y&,,,(C). 
l Assume that % is a class of rigid o-structures. We say that V is of C-bounded 
rigidity if there is an integer k 3 1 such that every structure A in %? is (C, k)-rigid; 
otherwise, we say that G+? is of C-unbounded rigidity. 
Since the logic 2&,1(C) is more expressive than 9&,,, every k-rigid structure is 
also (C, k)-rigid, but the converse does not hold in general. By the same token, a 
class g of C-bounded rigidity may very well be of unbounded rigidity. It turns out 
that the concept of C-bounded rigidity has characterizations analogous to the ones of 
bounded rigidity in Theorem 3.5. To state these characterizations, we need to bring 
in the concepts of the Rescher quantljier and injationary jixpoint. Intuitively, the 
Rescher quantifier allows to compare the cardinalities of two sets. More precisely, the 
Rescher quantifier R can be applied to two formulas cp(x, z), $(v, z) and gives rise to 
the formula Rx, y(cp(x, z), $( y, z)) whose semantics is as follows: 
A~Rx,y(rp(x,a),~(y,a)) iff 
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Let FO(R) be first-order logic augmented with the Rescher quantifier R. Note that, 
unlike first-order logic, positive formulas of FO(R) may not give rise to monotone 
operators. Thus care has to be exercised in considering extensions of FO(R) with 
fixpoint constructs. The solution to this is to iterate operators in an i@ztionary manner, 
which means that each stage of the iteration is the union of the previous stage and the 
value of the operator on the previous stage. More formally, if @ is an operator (which 
need not be monotone) from n-ary relations on a set A to n-ary relations on A, then 
the inflationary stages @“, m > 0, are defined by the induction 
@O = 0, cJm+’ =Qrn u @(@“). 
Since the sequence of inflationary stages is forced to increase, for every a-structure A 
there is an integer mo such that @ m” = Gim for every m 3 mo. The inJationary jixpoint 
@” of @ on A is the first such stage Qmo. Note that if an operator is monotone, then 
its inflationary fixpoint coincides with its least fixpoint. Let injIationary jxpoint logic 
IFP be the extension of first-order logic with the inflationary fixpoint rule; similarly, 
let IFP(R) be the extension of FO(R) with the inflationary fixpoint rule. Gurevich 
and Shelah [22] showed that IFP has the same expressive power as LFP on finite 
structures. On the other hand, IFP(R) is strictly more expressive than IFP on finite 
structures. Moreover, Grade1 and Otto [17], and Otto [44] established that for each 
k 3 1 there is a linear order of the equivalence classes of Z&,(C)-equivalence that is 
definable in IFP(R). Using this result and proceeding along the lines of the proof of 
Theorem 3.5, we obtain the following characterizations of C-bounded rigidity. 
Theorem 3.8. Let o be a vocabulary and % a class of rigid a-structures. Then the 
following statements are equivalent. 
(1) 9? is of C-bounded rigidity. 
(2) There is a universal order on V that is dejinable in IFP(R). 
(3) There is a universal order on %? that is dejinable in P:,(C). 
(4) The isomorphism query on %? is definable in IFP(R). 
(5) The isomorphism query on W is dejinable in 9$_(C). 
Several remarks are in order now. First, it should be pointed out that the class 9 
of all rigid a-structures is of C-unbounded rigidity. As mentioned earlier, Gurevich 
and Shelah [23] showed that there is a first-order sentence $ such that Mod($) is 
a class of rigid a-structures of unbounded rigidity. In fact, their proof shows that 
no universal order on Mod($) is .9$&(C)-definable. It follows that there can be no 
YGJC)-definable universal order on 9, which by Theorem 3.8, means that 9I? is a 
class of C-unbounded rigidity. 
Next, recall that every class of bounded rigidity is “small”, since its asymptotic 
probability must be equal to 0. Using results of Babai et al. [3], it is possible to show 
that in contrast there are classes of C-bounded rigidity whose asymptotic probability 
is equal to 1. In turn, this implies that such classes are of C-bounded rigidity, but 
of unbounded rigidity. Babai et al. [3] proved that almost all graphs admit universal 
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orders of low computational complexity. In fact, they gave an algorithm that computes 
a canonical labeling for a graph of size n in O(n2) time, unless it is compelled to 
reject the graph, which happens with a probability of O(K’/~). Consequently, there 
is a polynomial-time computable universal order on a class % of graphs such that 
p(V) = 1. In the paper [26], we analyze the logical complexity of the algorithm by 
Babai et al. [3] and, by a slight modification of their argument, we show that there is 
an FO(R)-definable universal order on almost all graphs. Thus, there is a class V of 
C-bounded rigidity such that p(q) I= 1. 
Finally, one of the referees pointed out that the existence of such large classes of 
C-bounded rigidity can be used to sharpen Corollary 3.6 and establish a more dramatic 
failure of Beth’s definability theorem for Y$&. We conclude this section by presenting 
this result with the referee’s permission. 
Corollary 3.9. IMP(F0) g 22,. 
Proof. Let %? be a class of C-bounded rigidity such that p(U) = 1; consequently, there 
is a positive integer Y such that every structure in %? is (C, v)-rigid. Let -& be an IFP(R)- 
definable linear order on the equivalence classes of Y&,(C)-equivalence; as stated 
earlier, the existence of such an order was demonstrated in [17, 441. Let %* be the 
class of all rigid a-structures A on which the restriction of 4,. on r-tuples of the form 
(a,. . , a) induces a linear order 4 on the universe of A. It follows that V & g* and, 
hence, p(%?*) = 1. Note that -X is a universal order on %‘*; moreover, + is an IFP(R)- 
definable partial query whose domain is g*. We now claim that + is a first-order 
implicitly definable partial query. To see this, note first that LFP = IFP(R) on classes 
of linearly ordered structures, since LFP = PTIME on such classes (see [29, 511). This 
makes it possible to define < implicitly in LFP, where the IFP(R)-definition of 3 is 
expressed in LFP using the order being defined implicitly. Since IMP(F0) = IMP(LFP) 
(see [36]), it follows that + is in IMP(F0). On the other hand, + is not Zz,-definable 
on %‘*, because p(‘$?*) = 1 and for each k 2 1 the infinitary logic _%&,, collapses to the 
quantifier-free fragment of first-order logic almost everywhere (see [39]). 0 
4. The minimal order 
With every rigid structure one can associate a canonical linear order that is obtained 
from the minimal encoding of the structure by binary strings. In the present section 
we shall study the definability properties of this minimal order. We begin by making 
the concepts precise. 
Let 0 = (RI,. . . , R,) be a vocabulary and let ri be the arity of the relation symbol 
Ri, 1 <i<m. If A=(A,Rf’,..., Rk) is a o-structure, then every linear order < of A 
induces a binary encoding of the structure A in the following way. For each r 2 1, 
the linear order < induces first a standard lexicographic order <’ on the set A’ of 
r-tuples from A. Using these lexicographic orders, each relation Rf of A, 1 < i < m, 
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can be encoded by a binary string CR, = (cl,. . . , cl), where I = IA I”,. For this, we let 
each cj be equal to 1, if the jth tuple with respect to <” is in Rf, or be equal to 0, 
otherwise. Finally, the code of A under the linear order < is the concatenation of the 
strings CR, i.e., it is the string code(A, < ) = CR, ^  . . . *CR”, . 
Using the lexicographic order <iex on binary strings, we can compare the codes 
of A under two different linear orders < 1 and ~2 by defining the following preorder 
relation +*: 
<I +* <2 M code(A, <I) <lexcode(A, ~2). 
We write < 1 MA < 2 to denote that code(A, < 1) = code(A, ~2). Since M* is an equiv- 
alence relation, -x* is a linear order on the =*-equivalence classes. 
Assume that < 1 and <2 are two linear orders of A and let 71, ,, <> denote the unique 
isomorphism between the structures (A, < 1) and (A, <2). It is clear that the function 
r~<,,<~ is an automorphism of A if and only if < 1 z*<2. Hence, we conclude that 
there is a unique minimal linear order of A with respect to +* if and only if A is 
rigid. For every rigid structure A, we denote this unique minimal order by <iin and 
call it the minimal order on A. This process determines also two universal orders that 
will be of particular interest to us. 
Definition 4.1. Let o be a vocabulary. 
l The minimal order partial query on (r is the following partial query A4 on rs: 
if A is rigid, 
undefined otherwise. 
l The minimal order query on C-J is the following total query M* on cr: 
M*(A) = 
<itin if A is rigid, 
” (0 otherwise. 
Since there are infinitely many ways of extending M to a total query, any one of 
them could be called a minimal order query on c. Nevertheless, M* is a canonical 
choice in the sense that if any such (total) minimal order query is definable in a logic 
that is closed under first-order operations, then so is M* (see also Corollary 5.5). 
The idea of choosing a minimal or a maximal binary encoding of a given structure A 
as a canonical representation for A is by no means new, since it had already appeared 
in [24]. It should be noted, however, that the definability of the minimal order has not 
been investigated before. We embark on this investigation by showing that the preorder 
+* can be defined in least fixpoint logic LFP. 
Lemma 4.2. There is a formula &(X, Y,x, y) of least jixpoint logic LFP over the 
vocabulary a(X, Y) such that for all a-structures A, all linear orders < 1 and <2 on 
A, and all elements a, b E A, 
n<,,,,(a)=b @ Ai=Il/,(<l,<~a,b). 
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Proof. Let a(V,x) be the formula v.zl V(z,x) and let j?( V,x,y) be the formula 
V(x,y)A~z((V(x,z)A V(z,y))+(z=xVz=y)). 
The formula LX( V,x) states that x has no V-predecessors, while /3( V,x, y) states that y 
is an immediate V-successor of x. It follows that the desired formula I,&X, Y,x, y) is 
the least fixpoint [LFPz,,,B(X, Y, 2,x, y)] (x, y) of the first-order formula 0(X, Y, Z,x, y) 
below 
Lemma 4.3. There is a formula t/+(X, Y) of least jixpoint logic LFP over the vo- 
cabulary o-(X, Y) such that for all u-structures A and all linear orders < 1 and ~2 
on A, 
Proof. Note first that for each r the lexicographic order <’ on r-tuples is definable 
from < by a first-order formula. Indeed, let t&.(X,x~, . . . ,xr, yl, . . . , yl) be the formula 
v(A XjcjYjAX(Xi,Yi) . l<i<r l<jgi ) 
Then for every o-structure A, every linear order < on A, and for all (al 
br) EA’, 
(al,..., a,)<‘(bl,..., b,) w A~=~~,(<,al,...,a,,bl,...,b,). 
For each 1 < i < M, let y&C, Y,xi, . . .,x,) be the formula 
7.. .,a,),(h,..., 
3Yl . ..3Yr. A Il/l,(x,Y,xj,Yj)A(Ri(xl,...,x,,)t,Ri(Yl,...,Yr,)) > 
l<j<r, ) 
where $,JX, Y,x, y) is as stated in Lemma 4.2. Let < 1 and ~2 be linear orders of a 
a-structure A, and let (al,. . . , a, ) be the jth element of A” in the lexicographic order 
<‘;‘. Then Akyi(<i,<2,al,..., a,) if and only if the jth bits of the codes of the 
relation RF with respect to < 1 and <2 are equal. Hence, < 1 -c* <2 if and only if for 
some 1 < i < m there is a tuple (al,. . . , a, ) t A” such that 
l A+Yj(<i,<2>bi,..., b,) whenever j<i, or j=i and (bl,..., b,)<‘;(al,..., a,), 
and 
l A~lYj(<l,<2,al,...,a,)AlRi(al,...,a,,). 
Using the formulas $,/I’,;, it is now straightforward to write a sentence I,&(& Y) of LFP 
expressing this condition. q 
The minimal order query M is a natural candidate for an implicitly definable univer- 
sal a-order. Let Et and nl denote the collections of existential and universal second 
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formulas, respectively, as well as the classes of queries defined by such formulas. 
Fagin [ 141 showed that Zt =NP and, hence, ZIi = coNP. Since LFP c PTIME, it fol- 
lows that the preorder -X~ is also definable both by a IIt and by a JZt formula. It is 
now easy to prove that M is a member of the class IMP(ZIf ). 
Theorem 4.4. The minimal order partial query M is implicitly dejinable by a universal 
second-order formula, i. e., M E IMP( IIt ). 
Proof. Let $~o(x) be a first-order sentence asserting that X is a linear order and let 
I+&(X, Y) be the formula of LFP given in Lemma 4.3. Let q(X) be the formula 
@LOW AVY($LO(Y) A (Y #Xl -+ k(X Y)), 
which is equivalent to a n;-formula, since LFP z IIt. It is now clear that A + q(S) 
if and only if A is rigid and S = <ii,,. q 
Since rigidity is definable by a II; formula, Theorem 4.4 has implications on the 
definability of the minimal order (total) query M* in second-order logic. 
Corollary 4.5. The minimal order query M* is Ai-dejinable, i.e., M’ is definable both 
by a Ci and by a lli formula of second-order logic. 
Proof. Let q(X) be a nl-sentence defining the minimal order partial query M im- 
plicitly. Then M* is defined explicitly by the &formula 3X((p(X) AX@, y)) and 
by the Hl-formula tlY+~~or( Y) A ‘tiX(cp(X) +X(X, y)), where $A& Y) is a first-order 
sentence asserting that Y is a non-trivial automorphism. 0 
Our next result shows that the minimal order partial query M is implicitly definable 
in partial fixpoint logic PFP. To appreciate this result, note that, although on ordered 
structures PFP captures PSPACE (and, hence, subsumes all of second-order logic), 
here we work with arbitrary rigid structures. Thus, we do not necessarily have a linear 
order at hand before we define one implicitly in PFP. Moreover, in the next section we 
shall show that it is not possible to determine whether or not M is implicitly definable 
in least fixpoint logic LFP, unless outstanding conjectures in complexity theory are 
resolved at same time. 
Theorem 4.6. The minimal order partial query M is implicitly de&able in partial 
jxpoint logic PFP, i.e., A4 E IMP(PFP). 
Proof. Let A be a cT-structure and < a linear order of A. We start by describing an 
algorithm that tests whether < is the unique minimal order with respect to +*. Note 
first that all binary relations of A can be linearly ordered with the help of <. More 
specifically, we let 
l P<R%code((A,P), <) <lex code((A,R), <). 
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Clearly, the empty relation 0 is the least element of < and the full relation A2 is 
the greatest relation of <. If P is a binary relation on A, then we let succ(P) be the 
successor of P with respect to the linear order <. This algorithm consists of one while 
loop and proceeds as follows: 
on input < do 
{P:=0; 
while (P#A2) and ((P is not a linear order of A) 
or (<+* P) or (< =P)) loop 
P := succ(P); 
return (P).} 
Clearly, this algorithm terminates and returns P =A2 if and only if A is rigid and 
< = < $“. In effect, the above algorithm computes a query that belongs to the class 
of WHILE queries, introduced by Char&a and Hare1 [7]. Thus, by appealing to the 
results of Abiteboul and Vianu [l], we could infer at this point that this computation 
can be expressed in partial fixpoint logic PFP. Instead, we shall give a self-contained 
argument and shall define a formula of PFP that simulates the while loop above. 
Note first that the successor P’=succ(P) of a relation P CA2 with respect to < is 
uniformly definable from P and < by a first-order formula: (a, 6) E P’ if and only if 
Thus, there is an FO-formula 0(X, Y,x, y) of vocabulary a(X, Y), where X and Y are 
binary relation symbols, such that the stages of the operator O(P) = {(a, b) E A2: A + 
tI( <, P, a, b)} go through all the binary relations on A in ascending order with respect 
to <<. Indeed, the expression 
Y(x, Y) * 3u%$i:,(x, % n,x, y) A lY(K 0)) 
is such a formula (recall from the proof of Lemma 4.3 that I,$.( <, U, v,x, y) defines 
the lexicographic order <2). Furthermore, the condition for stopping the while loop is 
expressed by the following LFP-sentence q(X, Y): 
Hence, if the relation symbol X is interpreted by the linear order < and if y(X, Y,x, y) 
is the formula 
(v(x, Y) A Y(x, Y)) v t-dx, Y) A Nx, Kx, Y)), 
then the partial fixpoint [PFP,,,y(X, Y,x, y)] of y(X, Y,x, y) is equal to the output of 
the while loop. It follows now that the PFP-sentence 
so(J?= ~LO(X)A~X~~[PFP~~~Y(~, ~,x,y)l(x,~) 
defines the minimal order partial query M implicitly. I7 
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5. On the complexity of universal orders 
Implicit definability gives us the means to access objects that are the unique relations 
satisfying some formula of a logic. Unambiguous computation is the natural counterpart 
in complexity theory for this kind of second-order notion. 
An unambiguous Turing machine is a nondeterministic Turing machine such that 
there is at most one accepting computation for each input string. A query Q is in 
the class UP if it is computable by an unambiguous polynomial-time Turing machine. 
Furthermore, Q is in COUP if its complement -Q is in UP. These concepts were 
introduced by Valiant [50] and turned out to be of interest and use in cryptography 
(cf. [21]). It is clear from the definitions that the following inclusions hold: 
UP C NP and PTIME & UP n COUP 2 NP rl coNP. 
The relationship between implicit definability in first-order logic and unambiguous com- 
putation was investigated in [36], where it was shown that on the class of all ordered 
finite structures a total query is in UPncoUP if and only it is in TIMP(F0). Fur- 
thermore, the class UP was characterized there in terms of a sublogic of Zi in which 
existential second-order quantification is only allowed over unique relations. 
Definition 5.1. Let 0 be a vocabulary and Q a k-ary query on a-structures. 
l We say that Q is in IJZ: if there is a relation symbol X $0 and a first-order formula 
&X,x1,. . . ,xk) of vocabulary G*(X) such that 
FVXl . ..kt@“@(&t1...., s), 
and for every o-structure A and k-tuple (al,. . . , ak) E Ak, 
A+~~v(~al,...,ak) @ (al,...,ak)EQ(A). 
In the above, Cl<’ means “there exists at most one”. 
l We say that Q is in Ud’, if both Q and its complement 7Q are in U.Zt. 
Note that the expressive power of UC; would not increase, if in Definition 5.1 we 
allowed existential quantification over a sequence of unique relations instead of a single 
unique relation. This is because a sequence Xi,. . ,X, of relations can be coded into 
one relation X in such a way that each Xi is definable from X by a first-order formula. 
For example, if n = 3, Xl is unary, X2 is binary, and Xs is ternary, then we can take 
X to be the 6-ary relation Yi U Y2 U Ys, where 
y1= ((01 ,...,ae):al= ... =a5 and ahEX,}, 
Y2={(al,..., a6):al #ax= ... = a4 and (%a6) EX2}, 
Y3 = {(al ,..., a6):al=a2#aj and (a4,aS9a6)EXs}. 
The next result describes the relationship between UP, IJZ!, and implicit definability. 
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Theorem 5.2 (Kolaitis [36]). The following statements are true. 
l UC! & UP and Ud t C TIMP(F0). 
a Zf %? is a class of linearly ordered structures, then UC;[V] = UP[%‘] and 
UP n COUP [%‘I = TIMP(FO)[V]. 
The proof that UP[V] = UZ! [%‘I, where %? is a class of linearly ordered structures, is 
similar to that of Fagin’s theorem [14] that NP = Zt. Note that while Fagin’s theorem 
is valid on the class of all finite structures, the inclusion UPC LJE~ does not hold on 
arbitrary finite structures (for example, on the class of complete graphs UZ! collapses to 
FO). The reason for this is that Zt allows one to choose a linear order using existential 
second-order quantification, but this is not the case for UC;, since not all structures 
have uniquely determined linear orders. In contrast, the proof of the converse inclusion 
UZ:,’ C UP goes through even without assuming the presence of linear order. Note also 
that the simple statement IMP(F0) C UC! is not true, since IMP(F0) contains partial 
queries, whereas all queries in UZ; are total. On the other hand, it is not hard to see 
that IMP(F0) is subsumed by UC; in the following sense. 
Proposition 5.3. Let Q be a k-ary partial query on a-structures and let Q* be the 
extension of Q to a total query obtained by assigning the empty relation as value 
whenever Q is undejined, i.e., Q*(A) = 0, if Q(A) is undefined. Zf Q is in IMP(FO), 
then Q* is in UC;. 
Proof. Assume that cp(Xi,. . ,A?,) is a first-order sentence that defines implicitly a se- 
quence ((21,. . . , Qn) of partial queries, where Qi = Q. Let $(X1,. . . ,Xn,x) be the 
first-order formula cp(Xi , . . .,X,) AX,(X). Then clearly 
/=Vx3%, . ..KYj.$(X ,,..., &,x), 
and for every o-structure A and k-tuple a E Ak, 
AI=34 . . .3X,Ic/(X, ,..., &a) ti aE Q*(A). 
This completes the proof since Xi . .3X,$(X1,. . ,&,x) is equivalent to a UZi- 
sentence (see the remark after Definition 5.1). 0 
Most probably, the converse of Proposition 5.3 is false. Nevertheless, it is true for 
certain special partial queries, including universal orders. 
Theorem 5.4. Let Q be a partial query such that Q(A) is a linear order whenever 
dejined and let Q* be its extension to a total query by the empty relation, as in 
Proposition 5.3. Then the partial query Q is in IMP(F0) if and only if the total 
query Q* is in UP. 
Proof. The implication from left to right follows from Proposition 5.3 and the con- 
tainment of UZI in UP. Assume then that Q* is in UP. By Theorem 5.2, Q* is 
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UC;-definable on ordered a-structures, i.e., there is a first-order formula 0(X, Y,x, y) of 
vocabulary 0*(X, Y) such that 
+ VxVy3 4 ’ Y 0(X, Y, x, y), 
and for all o-structures A, linear orders < of A, and elements a, b E A, 
A/=3Y@<,Y,a,b) @ (a,b)EQ*(A). 
This means that if we are given a o-structure A and a linear order < on A, then for 
each pair (a, b) E A2 there exists at most one relation T such that A + O( <, T, a, b). 
Moreover, such a unique T = Ta,b exists if and only if (a, b) E Q*(A). We code now 
the triples (a, b, Ta,b), where (a, b) E Q*(A), into one relation 
RA3< = u {(u,b)} x Ta,b. 
(a,b)EQ*(*) 
Let Q’ be the partial query defined by Q’(A) = R *,Q(*). Also, let cp(X,Z) be the sen- 
tence 
where 0*(X, Z,x, y) is the formula that we obtain by substituting Z(x, y, v) for each 
occurrence of Y(v) in 0(X, Y,x, y). It is clear that A + (p(Q(A), Q’(A)), whenever Q(A) 
is defined. Conversely, if A + cp(S,R), then S is a linear order on A that is contained 
on Q(A). Since no linear order can properly contain another linear order, it follows 
that S = Q(A). Moreover, for all a, b E A we have 
T 
Ra,b = {c: (a, b, c) E R} = 
a,b if (a, 6) E & 
0 otherwise, 
whence R = Q’(A). Thus, we conclude that the first-order sentence cp(X,Z) defines 
implicitly the pair (Q, Q’) of queries. 0 
Corollary 5.5. Let o be a vocabulary. The minimal order partial query M on g is 
in IMP(F0) if and only if the minimal order total query M’ on CT is in UP. 
As shown in Corollary 4.5, the minimal order query M* is in the intersection Al 
of the classes zi and II: of queries definable by formulas of second-order logic with 
two alterations of second-order quantifiers. From Fagin’s [14] characterization of NP, 
it follows that the class C$ coincides with the second level zc of the polynomial 
hierarchy PH (see also [47]). Consequently, M* is in the intersection ,X: n Ill; of the 
class Cc with its dual class nc. As a result, if the polynomial hierarchy collapses to 
some lower complexity class, then the minimal order query M* must be a member 
of that class. The following instance of this phenomenon will be of particular interest 
to us. 
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Corollary 5.6. I’ UP n COUP = NP, then the minimal order query M* is in UP n COUP. 
Corollaries 5.5 and 5.6 yield a surprising connection between Stolboushkin’s 
conjecture in Section 3 and complexity theory. Indeed, if Stolboushkin’s conjecture 
fails, then Corollary 5.5 implies that the minimal order query M* is not in UP. Hence, 
by Corollary 5.6, UP n COUP is properly contained in NP, which, in turn, implies that 
PTIME # NP. Thus, either Stolboushkin’s conjecture is true or refuting it is not a small 
feat. 
Corollary 5.6 tells that it is not possible to show that there are no universal a-orders 
in UPncoUP without separating UPncoUP from NP at the same time. Is it possible 
then to show that UPn COUP contains some universal o-order? It does not take very 
long to realize that this is not an easy task either. 
The Graph Automorphism (GA) problem asks: given a graph G, is G rigid? By its 
very definition, GA is in coNP, but it is not known whether GA is coNP-complete 
or it is in NPn coNP. It is easy to see that GA is Turing reducible to the celebrated 
Graph Isomorphism (GZ) problem; a reduction in the reverse direction, however, is 
not known. Nevertheless, it is well known that GA is Turing equivalent to the Unique 
Graph Isomorphism (UGI) problem, which asks whether or not there is a unique 
isomorphism between two given graphs (see [34]). Indeed, a graph G is rigid if and 
only if there is exactly one isomorphism from G to G. For the other direction, there is 
a unique isomorphism between two connected graphs G and H if and only if G and 
H are rigid, but the disjoint union of G and H is not rigid. Observe further that GA 
is Turing reducible to any universal order Q on the class of rigid graphs: a graph G 
is rigid if and only if Q(G) satisfies the axioms of linear order. Thus, if Q is in some 
reasonable complexity class that is closed under first-order operations, then the same 
holds true for GA and UGI. 
Proposition 5.7. Let a be a vocabulary containing a binary relation symbol. If 
some universal a-order Q is in UPn COUP, then the problems GA and UGI are in 
UP n COUP. 
Note that the argument for Proposition 5.7 presented above cannot be applied to the 
complexity class UP, since UP is not known to be closed under complements. It is 
possible, however, to prove a slightly restricted version of the analogous statement for 
UP using Theorem 5.4. 
Theorem 5.8. Let a be a vocabulary containing a binary relation symbol E, and let 
Q* be a universal a-order such that Q*(A) =8 whenever A is not rigid. If Q* is in 
UP, then the problems GA and UGI are in UP. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that Q* is a query on graphs, since 
any graph G has a canonical expansion to a a-structure: just interpret E by the edge 
relation of G and all other relation symbols by the empty relation. 
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If Q* is in UP, then Theorem 5.4 implies that there is a universal a-order Q in 
IMP(F0). Moreover, the proof of Theorem 5.4 shows that there is a query Q’ and 
a first-order sentence cp(X, Y) that defines implicity the pair (Q, Q’). Let 6 be the 
sentence %ElY(cp(X, Y) A $ro(X)). Then 8 defines a UC:-query and, for every graph 
G, we have that G is rigid if and only if G 10. Since IJEt G UP, we conclude that 
GA is in UP. 
Consider then a pair (G, H) of graphs and their disjoint sum G @H; recall from 
Section 3 that G @ H is the disjoint union of G and H equipped with the unary relation 
PGeH = G. Let Qi, Q’, , Q2 and Qi be the queries on a^(P)-structures defined by 
Ql(G@H) = Q(G), Q:<G@H) = Q'(G)> QdG@H) = Q(H), 
Q;(G@H)=Q'(H). 
If we relativize the sentence 9(X, Y) above to the predicate P and add conjuncts 
stating that X & P2 and Y C Pk, where k is the arity of Y, we obtain a sentence 
cpi(X, Y) that defines implicitly the pair (Qi, Q’, ). Similarly, by relativizing cp(X, Y) 
to YP and restricting X and Y to yP, we obtain a sentence (pz(X, Y) that defines 
implicitly the pair (Qz,Qi). Let q(Xr, Yi,Xz, Yl,Z) be the conjunction of the sen- 
tences cpi(Xi, Yi), (pz(X2, Yz), and the first-order sentence asserting that Xi is a lin- 
ear order of P, X2 is a linear order of TP, and Z is a bijection from P to 7P 
that preserves E and maps Xi onto X2. Thus, if G 63 H k q(R,, 4, R2,S2, T), then 
R1 = Q(G), S1 = Q’(G), R2 = Q(H), S2 = Q’(H), the graphs G and H are isomorphic 
and rigid, and T is the unique isomorphism from G to H. Conversely, assume that there 
exists a unique isomorphism T : G -+ H. Then G and H are isomorphic and rigid, and 
G@Hi= tl(Q(G>,Q'(G),Q(H>,Q'(H>,T). H ence, the unique graph isomorphism query 
is in UC:, since it is definable by the sentence Ur,3Yi Ur,3Y23Zq(Xi, Yl,X,, Yz,Z). As 
a result, UGZ is in UP. 0 
Finally, from Theorems 5.4 and 5.8 we obtain the following result that relates the 
implicit definability of universal orders to open problems of complexity theory. 
Corollary 5.9. Let CT be a vocabulary containing a binary relation symbol. 
1. Zf there is no universal o-order in IMP(LFP), then UP n COUP # NP. 
2. Zf there is a universal o-order in IMP(LFP), then the problems GA and UGZ are 
in UP. 
Proof. The first claim is a direct consequence of Corollaries 5.5 and 5.6, and the fact 
that IMP(F0) = IMP(LFP), which was mentioned in Section 2.4. For the second claim, 
let Q be a universal a-order in IMP(F0) = IMP(LFP). We may assume, without loss 
of generality, that Q is undefined on any a-structure that is not rigid: if Q is implicitly 
defined by a sentence cp(Xi , . . .,X,), then the sentence cp(Xi,. . . ,X,,) A $&YI) defines 
implicitly the restriction of Q to the class of rigid o-structures. From Theorem 5.4, it 
follows that there is a universal a-order Q* E UP such that Q*(A) = 0 whenever A is 
not rigid. But then Theorem 5.8 implies that GA and UGI are in UP. 0 
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In conclusion, the upper and lower bounds for expressibility of linear order estab- 
lished in this paper cannot be improved significantly, unless breakthroughs in com- 
plexity theory occur at the same time. 
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